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Introduction:
The name of this game is “Governance.” The premise is that
you are the leader of a country. The game will have six fictional
countries on a map, which we be used as the board for the game.
There will be many cards that would have a scenario on the front.
These scenarios would be anything from a drought on the eastern
coast to a surplus in oil that was just found on your land. The
monetary system that would be used are tokens. The players will
get to decide what kind of ruler they want to be. This game will
allow you to invade other countries controlled by other players,
create a trade canal, or even become a superpower by investing in
the highest amount of natural resources that you have.
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Game Features/Rules
In addition to the monetary system being tokens,
there will also be tokens that players can buy.
This would include military tokens, healthcare
tokens, energy tokens, infrastructure tokens,
transportation tokens, and agriculture tokens.
Each player would start off with two ships and
one airplane. If a player wishes to purchase more,
then it is one infrastructure token for two ships
or one jet. Military tokens cover both the military
and police. Each player starts off with two military
tokens. Each military token contains a thousand
troops and a thousand police officers. You can
however choose to substitute police spending
to purchase more soldiers and vice versa.
Healthcare tokens determine what percentage of
your country has healthcare. Every player starts
off with one healthcare token. If you purchase
ten healthcare tokens, then every citizen of your
country would have healthcare and you would
gain one victory point. Each player starts off with
one energy token. Ten energy tokens will get your
country to be completely energy sufficient and
you would gain one victory point. Each player
starts off with two agriculture tokens. In order
to feed your entire country without trade, you
would have to have a total of twenty agriculture
tokens and then you would get one victory point.
Last but not least, every player starts off with
one infrastructure token. This means that the
buildings in their country are not up to date. It
would be wise for them to start infrastructure
spending early on in the game. Once they reach
ten infrastructure tokens, they gain one victory

point and their buildings, roads, and bridges are
in great shape. Military tokens are the only tokens
where you cannot win a victory point simply by
buying them. You would have to invade a country
or successfully defend your country when being
invading by another player.

Research Question
Can non-video games such as a new board game
encourage people to get off of their phones and
interact with others?

Thesis Statement
Today there is a lack of social interaction due to
the popularity of cell phones, social media, and
certain video games. Creating a board game that
has similar qualities to many video games will lead
to more social interaction among peers, less time
wasted on social media which will lead to a better
quality of life, and an expansion of the imagination.

Objectives:

The goal for this project is to make a role-playing
board game that will get people off of their
phones and get them to interact with each other
and inspire their imagination. This game will not
replace video games but will instead encourage
gamers to expand upon their imagination and have
more of a social life by playing with their friends
at a table.
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Research Plan and Methods:
Research methods include researching other role-playing games
and life simulating video games that have become popular. The
audience for this field includes families and friends both male and
female. Play testing is also a good way to figure out more about
this product. Resources needed to complete this project are
studies based on games and actual play testing of this game.
This will also include interviewing people who play role-playing
games and businesses that sell them. Much of the information
gathered is from other board games and their home sites. Other
information includes articles about human interaction and its
decline in recent years.

Research paper
Today there is a lack of social interaction due to the popularity of
cell phones, social media, and certain video games. Board games
have similar qualities to many video games and they can lead to
more social interaction among peers, less time wasted on social
media which will lead to a better quality of life, and an expansion
of the imagination. Non-video games such as a new board game
will encourage people to get off of their phones and interact with
others. My hope is that highly interactive role-playing board games
can inspire people to become more creative and want to interact
more with others.
The game that really popularized role-playing games was
Dungeons and Dragons. Dungeons and Dragons was created in
the 1970’s by Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson. Co-creator Dave
Arneson, turned Gygax’s blueprint for the war-game Chainmail
into what would become Dungeons and Dragons (The Times
(London, England). Dave Arneson; Game Designer who, with
Gary Gygax, devised and developed the wildly popular fantasy
role-playing game Dungeons and Dragons. 2009). According to
the 1978 Advanced D&D Players Handbook written by creator
Gary Gygax, “Swords and sorcery best describe what this game is
about, for those are the two key ingredients. Advanced Dungeons
and Dragons is a fantasy game of role playing which relies upon
the imagination of participants, for it is certainly make believe,
yet it is so interesting, so challenging, so mind-unleashing that
it comes near reality” (Gygax, Gary. Advanced Dungeons and
Dragons Players Handbook. 1978, p7.). But the term role-playing
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game is actually pretty vague. Games such as Monopoly, Life,
and Clue also require someone to play a role. Even online games
like World of Warcraft and video games like Skyrim and the Sims
are considered to be role-playing games. The poem written by
Elizabeth Spires called “Sims: The Game,” mentions that “you
design the people … but you can’t make them be everything,”
(Spires, Elizabeth. Sims: The Game. Modern Poetry Association.
2004). This is a different kind of role-playing game. In this
game, you the player are the one who creates the world and the
characters in it but you can’t always control what they do. In the
poem she mentioned that you can give your character freewill, and
one character fell asleep under the stairs standing up while some
other characters went into a bed that wasn’t theirs. With the Sims,
you see everything because it is a video game, but with Dungeons
and Dragons you imagine what the Dungeon master describes.
The Dungeon Masters Guide basically states that, the Dungeon
Master is the campaign referee and the creator and ultimate
authority in the game, (Gygax, Gary. Advanced Dungeons and
Dragons Dungeon Masters Guide, p. 7). The individuality of D&D
and the world creating aspect of the Sims are what make games
like these fun. Both of these aspects of role-playing games are
what make them so popular.
The history of board games dates back thousands of years. One
such board game that had aged very well was Chess. The book
“The Immortal Game: A History of Chess,” explains the game’s
beginning in fifth or sixth century Persia up to the present. It also
mentioned that throughout history each culture had their own
board games but these games had eventually died out. This book
states that the reason that chess was so popular and lasted so
long was that there is “a catalytic connection between this game
and the human brain,” (Shenk, David. The Immortal Game: A History of Chess). Chess is a very interactive game that relies entirely
on strategy. It had been integrated in both people’s personal and
professional life.
Today the video game industry is booming. These games are
becoming more realistic as the years go by. In 1972, Atari
released the very popular video game Pong, the first arcade game
(Belanger, Craig. Wagner, Geraldine. Video Games: An Overview).
This eventually led to more complex video and computer games
like Super Mario, World of Warcraft, Zelda, etc. Today you also
have video games being used for education. According to The
Wall Street Journal, teachers are using games like Angry Birds,
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Minecraft, SimCity, and World of Warcraft to teach math, science,
teamwork, writing, and compassion, (Banchero, Stephanie. Now
Teachers Encourage Computer Games in Class). Games like
these have become very addictive for our culture today.
Scholastic suggests that it is good for parents to pull out an old
board game to bond with their child. “Board Games can foster
the ability to focus and lengthen your child’s attention span by
encouraging the completion of an exciting, enjoyable game,”
(Scholastic. The Benefits of Board Games). So if board games
can benefit children, they can surely benefit teenagers and adults
as well.
According to Thomas Vos, who wrote the article “Creative
Tabletop Gaming: ‘Dungeons & Dragons’ and Libraries, (oh my!)”,
it is good to not have more than six players because then it will
not be as time consuming, (Vos, Thomas. Creative Tabletop
Gaming: ‘Dungeons & Dragons’ and Libraries, (oh my!)). A game
with too many players can take you out of the role-playing fantasy
experience.
An optional way of playing role-playing games is LARPing, or Live
Action Role Playing. LARPing is when you act out your character
and it is commonly used in Dungeons and Dragons. It is not
common with board games but it could work if the players of a
board game do this, if they act out their character in a game that
calls for dialog or actual movement. But LARPing takes it to a
whole other level since it involves dressing up as your character.
With LARPing however there are many times where someone
would often accidently break out of character. When you break out
of character it is often frowned upon but according to an article
where research was conducted in Moscow and St. Petersburg,
it was found that in certain cases breaking out of character
can actually enrich the player’s experience, (Vorobyeva, Olga.
Constructing a Group Identity during Live Action Role-Playing
Games).
Although role-playing is very fun, it is good to break character at
least every once in a while to avoid being in a fantasy world for
too long. Since we are talking about board games, LARPing is
not expected to be a popular way of doing this. But it would be
the most interactive way of playing it. When playing board games
however, it is not as big of a deal to break out of character. This is
because most board games are significantly less interactive than
role-playing games due to the fact that a role-playing games are
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complex and could last for multiple days. But there can be a board
game that is as interactive as any role-playing game. A board game
this complex would have to involve strategy.
There is a market for strategic board games that allow for the
player to control a country or city. Games such as Sid Meier’s
Civilization, allow the players to build empires. There is both a
video game and board game version of this. According to the
game’s official website, you have the ability to control an empire
from the dawn of civilization all the way to the present. In this game
the player’s start off with one ship, one army, and one scout. You
have to build your civilization from the ground up. There are many
leaders that you can play as to, such as Cleopatra or Abraham
Lincoln, (Fantasy Flight Games, Sid Meier’s Civilization: The Board
Game). Other games whether online or not that allow you to build
settlements include Settlers of Catan, Monopoly, and Minecraft.
One of the most interactive games out there was Pokémon
Go, which was released in 2016. It was an immediate hit. This
game required the players to move around to catch Pokémon.
The game uses your phone’s GPS, camera, and clock to create
the creatures that you see on your phone while the background
itself is real. Depending on your location will depend on which
Pokémon you could find. “Certain Pokémon tend to be found in
their natural habitats; if you’re walking by a lake, for example, you’re
more likely to find a Squirtle or Poliwag,” (Warner, Claire. How
does “Pokemon Go” Work? Here’s Everything We Know about
the Tech behind the Argument Reality Fad). This game does not
however increase social interaction despite the fact that it is an
interactive game. Rather, this game is for phones and it creates a
virtual reality that gets people addicted to it. Since it is played on
phones, it does the opposite of getting people off of their phones.
Any game of any kind requires attention. Whether it is a one
person game like solitaire or a multiple person game like Monopoly.
It is safe to say that these games are popular because they require
you to give them attention. The time that you give is well spent if
you enjoy these games. The same could be said about games you
can play on your phones like Candy Crush or Angry Birds. Not
that phones themselves make people unhappy but most games
on your phone are for one person. The social interaction between
people with a game on your phone is gone. Humans are social
beings, when we are alone for a long period of time, we often get
lonely. This is also true with dedicating much of our time to our
phones. On NPR Jean Twenge, a professor of Psychology at San
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Diego State University said that this current generation of Teens
shows more signs of mental health issues than other generations.
She also said that patterns of loneliness began to increase around
2012 and that a majority of Americans had a cell phone by the
end of 2012, (Cornish, Audie. How Smartphones Are Making
Kids Unhappy). It is not just millennials who are addicted to their
phones and social media. According to a report released by The
New York Times, People who are between the ages of 35 to 49
were found to spend more time on social media than millennials
aged 18 to 34. This article also mentioned that 97% of millennials
have a smart phone, compared to 94% of people aged 35 to 49
and 77% of people aged 50 and over, (Bromwich, Engel Jonah.
Generation X More Addicted to Social Media than Millennials,
Report Finds). This shows that it is really society as a whole that is
dependent on smart phones and social media.
According to Wesley Farnsworth, store manager of Wild West
Comics, “a lot of board games involve drawing on personal
experiences players have with friends in order to play with
or compete against them. This in turn helps build stronger
relationships,” (Cooper, Anastasia. Tabletop games slow down
digitized world). “When we allow ourselves to be spontaneous
or creative, playfully enjoying novel experiences, we help make
new connections in the brain. When we connect with other
people, ideally in person, and when we take time to appreciate
our connection to the natural world around us, we activate
and reinforce the brain’s relational circuitry,” (Ives, Eugenia.
iGeneration: The Social Cognitive Effects of Digital Technology
on Teenagers). Sure, it is a game where you compete against
each other but playing any game that involves interaction and
imagination should help the people who play it have better
connections. Daniel Punday in his 2005 essay suggested that
role-playing games are more complex than board games and that
they are a way for fans to become more involved (Punday, Daniel.
Creative accounting: role-playing games, possible world theory,
and the agency of imagination). This is true in just about every
case, and a new board game will not be an exception.
In conclusion, today as a society we face a growing trend of
people becoming less social with each other. The rise of Social
media and cell phone usage has contributed to this in a big way.
In my research I have found board games that have similarities to
mine but none were exactly like it. But there is a market for these
kinds of games. It is my hope that this market for board games and
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role-playing games will increase. I propose that a new interactive
board game will shift attention away from phones and promote
social interaction.
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Goals and Methods
The goal is to make a game that will ultimately bring people
together and make it fun to interact with others.
What methods will be used?
Play testing is also a good way to figure out more about this
product. I will also be interviewing people who play role-playing
games and businesses that sell them.
What resources are needed?
Resources needed to complete this project are studies based on
games and actual play testing of this game.
What are the benefits?
The benefits of this game include an increase of social interaction,
a better understanding of how both world governments and the
humanmind can work, and the creation of something fun to do on
one’s free time. It can show how the human mind can work just by
observing how you or anyone else reacts when you make a certain
move while playing this game. This is true with other games but
most people do not explore this aspect.

Questions specific to this game:
1. Can non-video games such as a new board game encourage
people to get off of their phones and interact with others?
2. Who is this game for?
3. Why am I making this game? What is its purpose?
4. Are there any other games similar to this one?
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Assumptions:
1. An extremely interactive board game such as this one will
encourage people to get together to play with others.
2. There are no other games quite like this one.
3. This game will educate people in a fun way as to how World
governments work.
4. This game will be very cheap for me to make.

Mission Statement:
To increase social interactions and creativity among people
through a role-playing board game by allowing players to
customize their own country and make all executive policy
decisions within their own country.

Vision Statement:
Making a game so fun that it will inspire people to become more
creative and want to interact with others. It is also intended to
make people who play it happier overall.
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Participation
Who is allowed to participate?
The game is suggested to be for those aged 12 and up but it
can be enjoyed by any age group. The specific audience I plan to
target towards are high school and college students.
How do they participate?
The players participate by creating their own country, deciding
what resources they want to invest in, deciding what type of
foreign policy they want, and of course they participate by
interacting with the other players because this game would not
work otherwise because it is essential that players trade with each
other for their countries to survive.
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Is participation meaningful?
Participation is meaningful because the social interactions involved
are expected to make one feel closer amongst their peers. But
this game is not intended to be too involved that breaking out of
character would become a problem. In fact, a game like this is
similar to Monopoly and Life where it is common for players to
break out of character and make a side joke or make a cultural
reference while pretending to be a King or Queen negotiating
with another player pretending to be a President.
Is participation voluntary?
Participation is voluntary of course but there are certain times
during game play when a possible alliance with other players
may feel forced in order for their country to survive.
What response do you want from your viewer?
The response I want for my viewer is an enthusiastic one. I want
them to like this game. I also want them to feel comfortable
interacting with others while playing this game. It is also intended
to help with social anxiety by forcing players to participate.
What is your visual communication objective?
The visual communication objective for this project is to catch
people’s attention by having this board game consist a lot of
artwork that can catch someone’s attention. The artwork is also
to keep their interest. I want to express this game as having the
possibilities of being scary when another player tries to invade
you, friendly when another player wants to trade with you, and
successful when you are able to feed your entire country and
end homelessness.
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Persona

Alexander West is a 47 year old married father of two and 11th
grade history teacher at a High School in Missouri. He introduced
this game to his 17 year old daughter Isabel and his 14 year old
son Wayne. The three of them liked this game so much that on
the last Friday of every month, Mr. West brought this game in for
his students to play. His History classes would average about 20
students per section so he had students draw a number out of
a hat. The students that grabbed the same number had to work
together as a team. This is his 20th year of teaching and he always
felt that his purpose in life was to expand the mind and imagination
of others. He believed that the best way to do this was to become
a teacher and therefore help out the next generation. His daughter
Isabel, used to spend most of her time on social media and on
her smart phone. He remembered how when he was her age, he
would not get bored as often as she did. Knowing that if he was
to take her phone away, their relationship would be strained. So
instead, he felt it would be best to turn her attention this game that
he found at a local store. His son Wayne was shy and had a hard
time making friends. But this game boosted his confidence and
he ended up joining clubs, making new friends. Another reason
that Mr. West has his student’s play this game is that it helps them
empathize with various leaders throughout history and it gives them
a broader understanding of the complex issues that they may face.
Governance 15

Logo for Company
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Logo for Company
* Check indicates what was chosen.
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Positioning Matrix
Role-Playing

my game

Simplistic

Complicated

Clue

settlers of catan
candy land

chess

No Roles
This chart explains two general characteristics of games. The first is
role-playing vs non role-playing. The second is strategy vs simplicity.
A role-playing game in this sense deals with the players acting out
a role. The best example is Dungeons and Dragons (D&D), the
quintessential role-playing game. While the opposite of a role-playing
game is a game like Solitaire, due to the fact that there is one player
and the player does not take on a role within the game other than
playing it. Games like Candy Land are not role-playing because it is a
race to get to the end. It is still however interactive.
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Governance Logo
Governance

Governance

Governance

Governance

Governance

Governance

GOVERNANCE

* Check indicates what was chosen.
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Company Logotype
Imagine
Clarendon Blk BT
Imagine
Baskerville Cyrillic LT
ITC Benguiat Std
Imagine
Dutch801 XBd BT
Imagine
Aechen Std
Imagine
Neuland LT Std
Imagine
EngrvOs205 Blk BT
Imagine
Imagine
Imagine
Imagine

Brush455 BT

Imagine

Jimbo Std

Imagine

Widsor BT

Imagine
Imagine
Imagine

Akzidenz-Grotesk BQ
Zurich XBlk BT

Olympian LT Std
Sava Pro
FrankGoth BT
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Attribute List

Creative

Decision making

Unpredictable

Random Situations

Educational

How the human
mind can work
How Governments work

Social

Bonding

Strategic
Inclusive
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Educational

How the human
mind can work

How government works

Creative
Fun

Decision
Making

Exciting

Strategic

Governance

Unpredictable

Random
Situations

Inclusive

Social

Bonding
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Visual Audit
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TSR stands for Tactical Studies Rules. It was the company started
by Dungeons and Dragons creator Gary Gygax. In 1997 he sold
the rights to Wizards of the Coast. Wizards of the Coast is also
the company that released the card game “Magic.”
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Risk is a board game that is not officially a role-playing game but it
does have a lot in common with my game. In Risk, you control an
army and try to take over the world. Risk is owned by Hasbro.
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Settlers of Catan is a game
where you build settlements.
There are various natural
resources that you can get by
drawing a card to use for trade
to build roads and houses. The
brand is Mayfair Games and it
was created by Klaus Teuber.
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The game of Life is a game where you can get married, get a job, buy a house, have
kids, etc. The company that makes this game is Hasbro.
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As its name suggests, Monopoly is a game where you buy real estate and the goal is
to get a monopoly on the market.The company that owns this game is Hasbro.
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Clue is a game where you are both a suspect and a detective. In this game you
investigate the murder of Mr. Body. Three cards are in an envelope in the center of
the game board. One card is a character, one is a weapon, and one is a room. For
example it could be Professor Plum did it with a Candle stick in the kitchen. The
company that made this game is Hasbro.
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Hasbro is both a toy and game making company that has
produced classics such as Clue and Monopoly. It is one of the
largest multi-national board game companies in the world. It has
been around since 1923.
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Gathering Information
The best way to gather information on this game is by playing it.
I intend to play a rough version of this game with my friends over
winter break to determine what works and what doesn’t work. I
also plan on playing other games and noting how I feel and what
my actions are and why I act on them. I also plan on asking people
what their favorite game is and why. This will help me better
understand what other people like in a game.

Positioning Statement and Brand
Positioning Statement
This book provides an outline for those who wish to play this
board game. It gives detailed information on the process of what
this game is and how it will be used.
What is the brand presented?
The brand presented is a company that encourages interaction
through the use of socializing with imagination.
What does the customer expect of the band?
The customer expects that this board game will be fun, interactive,
and educational because the introduction pamphlet will
specifically detail all of these things.
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What is the outcome of the brand?
The outcome of this brand will be all of these things.
What is an engaging way to present content?
An engaging way to present content is through the use of pictures,
both
photographs and cartoon illustrations.
What value is suggested by the presentation method?
The value suggested is that it is a game that is intentioned to be
fun, strategic, interactive, and educational.
Does the presentation match the viewers decoding abilities?
The presentation does match the viewers decoding abilities
because once they see this game they will know what the game is
about. For the overall purpose however they will have to find that
out in the small pamphlet I plan to make.
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Budget Plan
I plan to have a budget of around $100 for this project. The main
components needed for this project are cardboard and card stock
paper to print on. I plan to either buy or a custom boardgame box
and I intend to print either on the box or on a very long thin piece of
paper that can go over the box. I have to pay to get my map design
printed on my board .This map will be a fictional one however and
it will contain six continents where each land mass is a country
controlled by the players. Box Blueprints. Many game boards are
made with black texture paper with high glossy litho wrap.

$
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Box Blueprints

2 in high

10 in

Outer Layer

10 in

10 in

Inner Layer

2in high
10 in
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Box Blueprints

Outer Layer

18 in

Inner Layer
18 in
Diagram of foldable game board.
There were originally going to
be two boxes but after seeing
the perfect pie box I decided
to just make one box and print
everything over it.
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Box Audit
This is what you see inside the box of the game Risk. As you can see
there are multiple different card slots as well as multiple different slots
for where the soldiers would go.
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Box Audit
This is a flexable game board with 4 sides. This board belongs to the
game Trivial Pursuit.
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Box Audit
The game board allows for movement. Inside the box are slots for
cards and triangular card holders. The box itself is about 3 and a
half inches high. When opening this box, the board is on top of
everything else.
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Box Audit
The box for the game Scotland Yard contains tokens that are used
for travel. As seen in the picture below, about 40% of the box
is used to hold these tokens while the rest of the box holds the
scoring mechanism.
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Box Audit
Worst Case Scenerio is a survivalist board game where you draw
a card that has a question on it. If you get the answer correct, you
get to move closer to the end on the board. This game board has
only 2 sides to it, unlike many other game boards with 4 sides.
Inside the game box are the cards with questions and the tokens
that you gain throughout the game.
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Fantasy Map Study
For my game, I plan to have my game board be a map. This map
will be a map of a fantasy world with an ocean and six continents.
For inspiration, I decided to study the features of various fantasy
maps.
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Fantasy Map Study
This is a map of Westeros from the “A Song of Ice and Fire” Book
series by George R. R. Martin. I chose this map because it contains
9 different kingdoms. This is somewhat similar to my game which will
consist of 6 countries.
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Fantasy Map Study
This map shows only the continents themselves. But it resembles
what my own map will look like. The image was found on Pinterest
but it was supplied by google.com. It was part of a top 25 best
fantasy map list.
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Map Sketches
Rough sketches in the early phase of creating a map to be on my game board.
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Map Sketches
This is a more refined version of my map. For the finished product,
I plan to paint my map using this as a blueprint.
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Materials Needed
Materials that I intend to buy or make for this project include;
A 10-sided dice
* Used for probability when a card gives you multiple choices

Situation Cards
* Printed out cards drawn every turn

A Game Board
* Flexable enough to fold into 4

Printed out tokens
* Game pieces printed from cardstock

Cardboard for covers.
* Used to construct the boxes

Pamphlet
* Used for game instructions
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This is a rough idea of what the materials will be. There are cards
with questions on them. There are tokens, there is a game board,
and there is a ten sided dice that is counted by tens. The dice will
be used to determine a success or failure. The gold tokens will be
used for buying specific tokens such as healthcare or military. The
tokens represent spending. Some of the cards will have dilemmas
on them with multiple answers to solve or address them. The
player can only choose one of these answers and each answer will
have a probability of success next to it.

Color Pallette
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Game Cards

Figurines

Tokens

The Outcomes

Business Card

Map

Pamphlet

Poster
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Timeline of goals to be completed
Critique 2/5
Text for cards done by 2/9
Map sketch done by 2/16
Critique 2/19
Text for pamphlet done by 2/23
Tokens and figurines created by 2/28
Critique 3/5
Card layout created by 3/7, all tokens and figurines to be ready.
Critique 3/12
All cards printed out and cut by 3/16
Critique 3/26
Pamphlet printed by 3/28
Critique 4/2
Process book and poster ready by 4/6
Critique 4/9
Website ready by 4/12
Senior Show set up 4/25 - 5/4
Presentation on 5/7
Senior Show on 5/10
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Tokens
There are 5 types of tokens that can be gained. These include;
Military tokens, Infrastructure tokens, Energy tokens, Healthcare
tokens, and Agriculture tokens. In addition to this there are also
gold tokens which are used as currency.
Every player starts off with one healthcare token. If you purchase
ten healthcare tokens, then every citizen of your country would
have healthcare and you would gain one victory point.
Military tokens cover both the military and police. Each player starts
off with one military token. Each military token contains a thousand
troops and a thousand police officers. You can however choose to
substitute police spending to purchase more soldiers.
Every player starts off with one infrastructure token. This means
that the buildings in your country are not up to date. Once you
reach ten infrastructure tokens, you gain one victory point and your
buildings, roads, and bridges are in great shape.
Each player starts off with one agriculture token. In order to feed
your entire country without trade, you would have to have a total of
ten agriculture tokens and then you would get one victory point.
Each player starts off with one energy token. Ten energy tokens will
get your country to be completely energy sufficient and you would
gain one victory point.

$

Gold tokens are the currency used in this game. Often times
whenever a natural disaster occurs you would have to pay a
gold token or two. Each player starts off with 2 gold tokens.
Victory points are tokens that you collect in order to win the game.
As mentioned on page 1, you need to collect 5 of these to win. By
gaining ten of any token or 100% in Fear, Morale, or Diplomacy,
you gain a victory point.
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Cards
In this game there will be 54 cards that each contain a situation
and 2 - 4 responces that the player can chose from. Many of
the decisions have a positive and negative effect. A few are only
positive, a few are only negative, and many of them are neutral.

At the end of the players turn, the card will be placed under the
deck, ready for game use once again. The card featured the
picture above is one of many cards in progress that will be drawn
and played in this game.
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Figurines
This game is made to be played by 3 - 6 people so there are 6
figurines. The figurines are similar in design to the tokens. These
pieces are merely used as place holders. The color of each token
does not mean anything. Rather it is used to differentiate between
the players and the countries they control. Due to the fact that you
can take over other countries, there will be multiple copies of each
figurine used in this game.
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Posters
For this project, two 24 X 36 inch posters were made and
mounted onto the wall for the senior show. The one on the left is
a sail boat sailing past a castle. The one on the right is an airplane
landing near a mountain with wind turbines.

GOVERNANCE
...a game made for rulers!
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GOVERNANCE
...Will you hold onto power?

Playtesting Results
The first playtest of this game was conducted on Tuesday, March 20th.
The playtest consisted of me and 2 of my friends. Not too long into the
game we found a problem. It was not clear how combat between two
nations would work. I decided to make the rule saying that when one
nation, whether it is controlled by a player or not, attacks, then both
parties will have to roll the 10 sided die. If for example, the player has 3
Military tokens but the nation they are attacking has 1, then the nation
being attacked has to subtract 2 from their roll. Someone else would roll
for the nation being attacked. We ended up playing for about 2 hours.
The second playtest of this game was conducted on Friday, March 23rd.
This time, I gave each country a name and assigned a certain number of
military tokens for each of them. I also came up with a new rule which
would allow players to take over countries. This second playtest proved
to be more succesful than the first. However it became too hard to
compete against eachother when one of the players obtained over 20
military tokens and dominated the board, making it nearly impossible for
the other 2 players to retain their own defences. This playtest lasted for
about 3 hours.
The third playtest was on Wednesday, April 18th. By this time, I had
introduced a new rule to limit the amount of military tokens as well as
any other tokens to ten. In addition, 10 more cards were created in order
to balance the benefits of each token. This game went over smoothly
and lasted for about 2 hours or so.
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Printed Box
This is my finished game box. I used a pie box that cost 50 cents. I
then created a document that was the same measurements of the
pie box, printed it out, and glued it.
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Printed Board
This is an 18 x 18 inch quad fold board in which I made the map
and had it printed onto this board.
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Pamphlet
The Pamphlet is a six page rule book that is 9 inches long and
6 inches wide. It is called A guide to Governing. When the
game starts, each player rolls the 10 sided-die. Whoever gets
the highest roll will go first and the turns will go clockwise from
where that player is seated.
In order to win this game, you have to
obtain 5 victory points. Victory points
can be gained by any of the following:
1. Obtaining 10 Military Tokens
2. Obtaining 10 Agriculture Tokens
3. Obtaining 10 Healthcare Tokens
4. Obtaining 10 Energy Tokens
5. Obtaining 10 Infrastructure Tokens
6. Reaching 100% Morale
7. Reaching 100% Fear
8. Reaching 100% diplomacy
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GOVERNANCE
A Guide to Governing

Senior Show Set Up
The final part of this project is the senior show. In this display, I
have my two posters, my cards, my board, my pamphlet, my box,
and my tokens/figurines.
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Conclusion
This was an eight month long project that went through three
names. At first it was “How to be a good ruler?” Then about
halfway into the Fall semester it was called “World’s Greatest
Leader.” Except there is nothing great about invading
another country so finally towards the end of the semester I
decided to call it Governance.
Products made include:
54 Game Cards
7 types of Tokens & 6 types of Figurines
A Gameboard
A Gamebox
A Pamphlet
A Process Book
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